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Rome's Lost Son 2015-03-05 britannia 45 ad vespasian s brother is captured by druids the druids want to offer a potent
sacrifice to their gods not just one roman legate but two they know that vespasian will come after his brother and they plan
to sacrifice the siblings on midsummer s day vespasian must rescue his brother whilst completing the conquest of the south
west of the haunted isle before he is drawn back to rome and the heart of imperial politics claudius three freedmen remain
at the focus of power as messalina s time as empress comes to a bloody end the three freedmen each back a different
mistress who will be victorious and at what price for vespasian the sixth instalment in the vespasian series don t miss robert
fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Emperor of Rome 2019-01-03 the final thrilling instalment in the epic vespasian series from the bestselling author robert
fabbri rome ad 68 vespasian is tasked with the impossible should he quell the revolt in judaea as nero the emperor has
instructed or resort to the unthinkable and sabotage his own campaign if his conquest succeeds he risks facing the mad
emperor s jealousy if he fails his punishment will be severe but then nero commits suicide catapulting rome into turmoil with
a contested throne and an army at his disposal now may finally be vespasian s time to ascend to conquer to achieve what
countless prophecies have foretold and take control of rome itself will vespasian at long last be the one to wear the purple
don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Tribune of Rome 2014-04-01 one man born in rural obscurity destined to become one of rome s greatest emperors 26 ad
16 year old vespasian leaves his family farm for rome his sights set on finding a patron and following his brother into the
army but he discovers a city in turmoil and an empire on the brink the aging emperor tiberius is in seclusion on capri leaving
rome in the iron grip of sejanus commander of the praetorian guard sejanus is ruler of the empire in all but name but many
fear that isn t enough for him sejanus spies are everywhere careless words at a dinner party can be as dangerous as a
barbarian arrow vespasian is totally out of his depth making dangerous enemies and even more dangerous friends like the
young caligula and soon finds himself ensnared in a conspiracy against tiberius with the situation in rome deteriorating
vespasian flees the city to take up a position as tribune in an unfashionable legion on the balkan frontier even here rebellion
is in the air and unblooded and inexperienced vespasian must lead his men in savage battle with hostile mountain tribes
vespasian will soon realize that he can t escape roman politics any more than he can escape his destiny
Emperor of Rome 2019 the final thrilling installment in the epic vespasian series from robert fabbri vespasian is tasked with
the impossible should he quell the revolt in judaea as nero the emperor has instructed or must he resort to the unthinkable
and sabotage his own campaign if his conquest succeeds he risks becoming the sole object of the mad emperor s jealousy if
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he fails then his punishment will be severe the fate of his men and his beloved son titus all hang in the balance but unknown
to vespasian nero has committed suicide catapulting rome into political turmoil sabinus vespasian s brother is caught
between the warring factions of aulus vitellius a cruel opportunist and the noble marcus salvius otho who finds himself
severely outnumbered seeing no aid on the horizon sabinus must rely on wit and wit alone to ensure the safety of his family
with a contested throne and an army at his disposal now may finally be vespasian s time to ascend to conquer to achieve
what countless prophecies have foretold and take control of rome itself will vespasian at long last be the one to wear the
purple
The Furies of Rome 2016-01-07 ad 58 rome is in turmoil once more emperor nero has set his heart on a new wife but to
clear a path for her he must first assassinate his empress claudia octavia vespasian needs to tread carefully here nero s new
lover poppaea sabina is no friend of his and her ascent to power spells danger meanwhile nero s extravagance has reached
new heights triggering a growing financial crisis in britannia vespasian is sent to londinium to rescue the situation only to
become embroiled in a deadly rebellion one that threatens to destroy britannia and de stabilise the empire the seventh
instalment in the vespasian series don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
The Complete Vespasian Boxset 2021-08-05 the vespasian series the complete nine book collection one man one destiny
in ad 26 a sixteen year old vespasian leaves his family farm for rome his sights set on following his brother into the army but
once through the city gates the art of war is not the only lesson he must learn for his new world is one in which allegiance
and betrayal are a natural currency and careless words can be as dangerous as an enemy s arrow in this series of nine
novels master of historical fiction robert fabbri narrates the epic rise of vespasian the soldier who survived battles betrayals
and the internecine politics of seven emperors before seizing for himself rome s ultimate prize in ad 69 fabbri skilfully
weaves together history and adventure across continents and civilisations as vespasian grows from a soldier to a leader to
an emperor the vespasian series book one tribune of rome book two rome s executioner book three false god of rome book
four rome s fallen eagle book five masters of rome book six rome s lost son book seven furies of rome book eight rome s
sacred flame book nine emperor of rome
Vespasian 7-9 2019-12-05 books 7 9 in the vespasian series furies of rome ad 58 rome is in turmoil once more emperor nero
has set his heart on a new wife but to clear a path for her he must first assassinate his empress claudia octavia vespasian
needs to tread carefully here nero s new lover poppaea sabina is no friend of his and her ascent to power spells danger
meanwhile nero s extravagance has reached new heights triggering a growing financial crisis in britannia vespasian is sent
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to londinium to rescue the situation only to become embroiled in a deadly rebellion one that threatens to destroy britannia
and de stabilise the empire rome s sacred flame ad 63 vespasian has been ordered to a far flung empire in africa to free five
hundred roman citizens who have been enslaved by a desert kingdom but when vespasian reaches the city he discovers
tensions spilling over into bloody chaos battling thirst and exhaustion vespasian must help the romans escape their only
route to survival a desperate race across a barren desert with a hoard of heavily armed rebels at their backs meanwhile
back in rome its citizens fear for their lives as emperor nero s extravagance and unpredictable violence goes unchecked can
anyone stop the emperor before rome devours itself and if nero is to be toppled who will be the one to put his head in the
lion s mouth emperor of rome ad 68 vespasian is tasked with the impossible should he quell the revolt in judaea as nero the
emperor has instructed or resort to the unthinkable and sabotage his own campaign if his conquest succeeds he risks facing
the mad emperor s jealousy if he fails his punishment will be severe but then nero commits suicide catapulting rome into
turmoil with a contested throne and an army at his disposal now may finally be vespasian s time to ascend to conquer to
achieve what countless prophecies have foretold and take control of rome itself will vespasian at long last be the one to
wear the purple don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Masters of Rome 2014-08-07 rome ad 51 after eight years of resistance vespasian captures rome s greatest enemy the
british warrior caratacus but even vespasian s victory cannot remove him from politics emperor claudius is a drunken fool
and narcissus and pallas his freedmen are battling for control of his throne separately they decide to send vespasian east to
armenia to defend rome s interests rumours abound that claudius wife agrippina is involved in a plot to destabilise the east
meanwhile a new jewish cult is flourishing and its adherents refuse to swear loyalty to the emperor in armenia vespasian is
captured immured in the oldest city on earth how can he escape and is a rome ruled by agrippina any safer than a prison
cell the fifth instalment in the vespasian series don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
The Crossroads Brotherhood 2011-12-25 rome ad 25 marcus salvius magnus patron of the crossroads brotherhood has a
problem in fact he has two one of the brothels under his protection has been raided by a rival brotherhood and valuable
merchandise has been stolen he can t lose face and let the attack go unpunished but how can he retaliate without igniting a
gang war at the other end of the social spectrum lady antonia the emperor s sister in law has let senator gaius vespasius
pollo know that she has a score that only blood will settle and magnus owes the senator a favour now a simple assassination
wouldn t be a problem for a man like magnus but the instruction is that this death has to be a little more inventive than the
usual knife in the back in a dark alley perhaps the patronus of the crossroads brotherhood can kill two birds with one stone a
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vespasian novella don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Rome's Sacred Flame 2018-01-04 sunday post s best reads of the year 2018 rome ad 63 vespasian has been made governor
of africa nero rome s increasingly unpredictable emperor orders him to journey with his most trusted men to a far flung
empire in africa to free 500 roman citizens who have been enslaved by a desert kingdom vespasian arrives at the city to
negotiate their emancipation hoping to return to rome a hero and find himself back in favour with nero but when vespasian
reaches the city he discovers a slave population on the edge of revolt with no army to keep the population in check it isn t
long before tensions spill over into bloody chaos vespasian must escape the city with all 500 roman citizens and make their
way across a barren desert battling thirst and exhaustion with a hoard of rebels at their backs it s a desperate race for
survival with twists and turns aplenty meanwhile back in rome nero s extravagance goes unchecked all of rome s elite fear
for their lives as nero s closest allies run amok can anyone stop the emperor before rome devours itself and if nero is to be
toppled who will be the one to put his head in the lion s mouth don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Vespasian 4-6 2018-10-04 rome s fallen eagle rome ad 41 caligula has been assassinated and the praetorian guard have
proclaimed claudius emperor but his position is precarious his three freedmen narcissus pallas and callistus must find a way
to manufacture a quick victory for claudius but how pallas has the answer retrieve the eagle of the seventeenth lost in
germania nearly 40 years before who but vespasian could lead a dangerous mission into the gloomy forests of germania
masters of rome rome ad 51 after eight years of resistance vespasian captures rome s greatest enemy the british warrior
caratacus but even vespasian s victory cannot remove him from politics emperor claudius is a drunken fool his wife
agrippina rules in his absence and narcissus and pallas his freedmen are battling for control of his throne separately they
decide to send vespasian east to armenia to defend rome s interests in armenia vespasian is captured immured in the oldest
city on earth how can he escape and is a rome ruled by agrippina any safer than a prison cell rome s lost son britannia 45 ad
vespasian s brother is captured by druids who want to offer a potent sacrifice to their gods not just one roman legate but
two they know that vespasian will come after his brother and they plan to sacrifice the siblings on midsummer s day
meanwhile in rome claudius three freedmen remain at the focus of power as messalina s time as empress comes to a bloody
end the three freedmen each back a different mistress who will be victorious and at what price for vespasian books 4 6 in
the vespasian series don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Rome's Executioner 2014-05-01 a hero is forged in battle and a legend is born in this second installment in the vespasian
series thracia ad30 even after four years of military service at the edge of the roman world vespasian can t escape the
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tumultuous politics of an empire on the brink of disintegration his patrons in rome have charged him with the clandestine
extraction of an old enemy from a fortress on the banks of the danube before it falls to the roman legion besieging it
vespasian s mission is the key move in a deadly struggle for the right to rule the roman empire the man he has been
ordered to seize could be the witness that will destroy sejanus commander of the praetorian guard and ruler of the empire in
all but name before he completes his mission vespasian will face ambush in snowbound mountains pirates on the high seas
and sejanus s spies all around him but by far the greatest danger lies at the rotten heart of the empire at the nightmarish
court of tiberius emperor of rome and debauched paranoid madman
Rome's Fallen Eagle 2013-09-05 the fourth instalment of robert fabbri s bestselling vespasian series caligula is dead rome is
in the hands of a drooling fool and vespasian must fight to save his brother s life and find the eagle of the seventeenth
caligula has been assassinated and the praetorian guard have proclaimed claudius emperor but his position is precarious his
three freedmen narcissus pallas and callistus must find a way to manufacture a quick victory for claudius but how pallas has
the answer retrieve the eagle of the seventeenth lost in germania nearly 40 years before who but vespasian could lead a
dangerous mission into the gloomy forests of germania accompanied by a small band of cavalry vespasian and his brother
try to pick up the trail of the eagle but they are tailed by hunters who pick off men each night and leave the corpses in their
path someone is determined to sabotage vespasian s mission in search of the eagle and the truth pursued by barbarians
vespasian will battle his way to the shores of britannia yet can he escape his own emperor s wrath
Vespasian 2016-10-04 from a pre eminent biographer in the field this volume examines the life and times of the emperor
vespasian and challenges the validity of his perennial good reputation and universally acknowledged achievements levick
examines how this plebeian and uncharismatic emperor restored peace and confidence to rome and ensured a smooth
succession how he coped with the military political and economic problems of his reign and his evaluation of the solutions to
these problems before she finally examines his posthumous reputation now updated to take account of the past 15 years of
scholarship and with a new chapter on literature under the flavians vespasian is a fascinating study for students of roman
history and the general classical enthusiast alike
The Case of the ‘Hail Mary’ Celeste 2015-03-12 jack wenlock is the last of the railway goslings that fabled cadre of
railway detectives created at the weeping cross railway servants orphanage who trod the corridors of the gwr trains in the
years 1925 to 1947 sworn to uphold the name of god s wonderful railway jack keeps the trains free of fare dodgers and
purse stealers bounders and confidence tricksters german spies and ladies of the night but now as the clock ticks down
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towards the nationalisation of the railways jack finds himself investigating a case that begins with an abducted great aunt
but soon develops into something far darker and more dangerous it reaches up to the corridors of power and into the
labyrinth of the greatest mystery in all the annals of railway lore the disappearance in 1915 of twenty three nuns from the 7
25 swindon to bristol temple meads or the case of the hail mary celeste shady government agents drunken riverboat
captains a missing manuscript and a melancholic gorilla all collide on a journey that will take your breath away
Saviour of Rome 2016-08-25 a gripping and breath taking novel of roman adventure from bestselling author douglas
jackson perfect for fans of simon scarrow and ben kane readers are loving gaius valerius verrens spellbinding 5 stars i didn t
want to come to the end some really fascinating detail and a great story 5 stars unexpected twists and an ending full of
surprise rates it among my favorite reads to date 5 stars kept me absolutely gripped from start to finish historically accurate
with the fictitious stories and characters expertly weaved into the real makes it utterly believable 5 stars rebellion simmers
and treachery lies in wait ad 72 vespasian is emperor of rome but his grip on power is weakening economic disaster
threatens the city and when rome is threatened so too is the empire recently married and building a new home gaius
valerius verrens thought he d at last found a life away from the battlefield but he is summoned by the emperor to do one
last favour for rome he must journey to the remote mountainous region of asturica augusta and investigate claims that a
bandit called the ghost is raiding the empire s gold convoys when valerius arrives he finds a tortured gods forsaken land
whose native tribes exploited for so long are a growing threat but treachery lurks in the shadows and it seems the real
danger comes from those closer to him valerius must put an end to a conspiracy that would plunge the empire into a
devastating new conflict but first he must establish who is a friend and who a foe gaius valerius verrens s adventures
continue in glory of rome
The Racing Factions 2013-07-04 an ebook exclusive short story from the bestselling vespasian series marcus salvius magnus
is a fanatical supporter of the green racing faction and expects a wager to be honoured although he does not presume
honesty from anyone he does believe that a bookmaker at the circus maximus should record each bet scrupulously and pay
the full amount due but ignatius the bookmaker is foolish enough to attempt to cheat magnus out of his winnings incurring
not only his wrath but that also of the south quirinal crossroads brotherhood of which magnus is the leader in the shady
realm of rome s underworld magnus will use the full resources of his criminal fraternity to exact appropriate vengeance but
magnus also has a problem his patron gaius vespasius pollo is attempting to get his nephew sabinus elected as a quaestor
to do this he feels that the support of the senior consul gnaeus domitius ahenobarbus would be more than useful he asks
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magnus to ease the consul a man known for his extreme violence in the right direction ahenobarbus has a passion the red
faction at the circus could it be that magnus might wash two tunics in the same tub bringing ignatius down and securing
ahenobarbus support by attempting to fix a chariot race in a manner that has never been done before
The Silver Pigs 2006-10-03 the silver pigs is lindsey davis classic novel which introduced readers around the world to marcus
didius falco a private informer with a knack for trouble a tendency for bad luck and a frequently inconvenient drive for justice
when marcus didius falco a roman informer who has a nose for trouble that s sharper than most encounters sosia camillina
in the forum he senses immediately all is not right with the pretty girl she confesses to him that she is fleeing for her life and
falco makes the rash decision to rescue her a decision he will come to regret for sosia bears a heavy burden as heavy as a
pile of stolen imperial ingots in fact matters just get more complicated when falco meets helena justina a senator s daughter
who is connected to the very same traitors he has sworn to expose soon falco finds himself swept from the perilous back
alleys of ancient rome to the silver mines of distant britain and up against a cabal of traitors with blood on their hands and
no compunction whatsoever to do away with a snooping plebe like falco
The Assassins of Rome 2010-12-09 jonathan goes on a secret quest to rome and flavia nubia and lupus set out to find him
their dangerous mission takes them to the golden house of nero where a deadly assassin is rumoured to be at work and they
learn what happened to jonathan s family during the terrible destruction of jerusalem nine years earlier
False God of Rome 2014-06-01 vespasian s mission will lead to violence mayhem and theft and in the end to a betrayal so
great it will echo through the ages vespasian is serving as a military officer on the outskirts of the roman empire suppressing
local troubles and defending the roman way but political events in rome tiberius s increasingly insane debauchery the
escalating grain crisis draw him back to the city when caligula becomes emperor vespasian believes that things will improve
instead he watches the young emperor deteriorate from rome s shining star to a blood crazed incestuous all powerful
madman lavish building projects endless games public displays of his relationship with his sister drusilla and a terrified
senate are as nothing to caligula s most ambitious plan to bridge the bay of neapolis and ride over it wearing alexander s
breastplate and it falls to vespasian to travel to alexandria and steal it from alexander s mausoleum
Arminius 2017-01-05 one man s greatest victory rome s greatest defeat a d 9 in the depths of the teutoburg wald in a
landscape riven by ravines darkened by ancient oak and bisected by fast flowing streams arminius of the cherusci led a
confederation of six germanic tribes in the annihilation of three roman legions deep in the forest almost twenty thousand
men were massacred without mercy fewer than two hundred of them ever made it back across the rhine to rome s shame
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three sacred eagles were lost that day but arminius wasn t brought up in germania magna he had been raised as a roman
this is the story of how arminius came to turn his back on the people who raised him and went on to commit a betrayal so
great and so deep it echoed through the ages don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
The Dreams of Morpheus 2014-05-21 rome ad 34 marcus salvius magnus leader of the crossroads brotherhood is searching
for the resin of an eastern flower that can unlock the realm of morpheus his patron senator pollo needs it for the city s most
powerful woman the lady antonia in order to recoup a considerable debt meanwhile rebellion is in the air and as the ides of
october festival dawns to celebrate the completion of agricultural and military campaigns a violent riot erupts can magnus
help right the wrongs that have been perpetrated upon the stirred up crowd a vespasian novella don t miss robert fabbri s
epic new series alexander s legacy
The Three Paradises 2021-01-07 this may be the greatest tale of the ancient world hugely enjoyable conn iggulden an
empire in turmoil a throne for the taking alexander the great s sudden and unexpected death has left the largest most
formidable empire the world has ever seen leaderless as the fight to take control descends into ruthless scheming and
bloody battles no one man woman or child is safe as wars on land and sea are lost and won and promises are made only to
be broken long buried secrets come to light in the quest for the true circumstances surrounding alexander s death was he
murdered and if so by whom could he have been sowing the seeds of discord deliberately through his refusal to name an
heir and who will eventually ascend to power at the helm of the empire if it manages to survive that long can one champion
vanquish all an excellent new series by the consistently brilliant robert fabbri sunday sport
Nero's Heirs 2016-06-16 at the beginning of the year 66 emperor nero ruled the roman empire by the end of it nero had
committed suicide and three of his successors were dead and out of the carnage of civil war at home and a nationalistic
uprising in judaea a new emperor vespasian had emerged here scaurus once the lover of both vespasian s son and daughter
looks back on the whole extraordinary year and recreates a world of treachery malice passion and occasionally quiet
heroism drawing on his formidable knowledge of roman history allan massie brings the distant past vividly to life and creates
telling parallels with the present
Fides in Flavian Literature 2019 this book investigates the presence of fides good faith in flavian literature exploring its
ideological significance in the aftermath of rome s civil wars 68 69 ce in a variety of works by prose and verse authors
Under the Eagle (Eagles of the Empire 1) 2008-09-04 if you don t know simon scarrow you don t know rome under the eagle
is the gripping first novel in simon scarrow s bestselling eagles of the empire series a must read for fans of bernard cornwell
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and conn iggulden praise for simon scarrow s compelling novels gripping and moving the times ad 42 germany tough brutal
and unforgiving that s how new recruit cato is finding life in the roman second legion he may have contacts in high places
but he could really use a friend amongst his fellow soldiers right now cato has been promoted above his comrades at the
order of the emperor and is deeply resented by the other men but he quickly earns the respect of his centurion macro a
battle hardened veteran as rough and ready as cato is quick witted and well educated they are poles apart but soon realise
they have a lot to learn from one another on a campaign to britannia a land of utter barbarity an enduring friendship begins
but as they undertake a special mission to thwart a conspiracy against the emperor they rapidly find themselves in a
desperate fight to survive
The Furies of Rome 2016 vespasian s ascent to power continues in the seventh gripping instalment of robert fabbri s
bestselling series vespasian is sent to britannia to halt a growing crisis that goes to the very heart of imperial rome
Day of the Caesars (Eagles of the Empire 16) 2017-11-16 the sunday times bestseller ad 54 claudius is dead rome is in
turmoil and two brave heroes of the roman army face the challenge of their lives simon scarrow s day of the caesars is not
to be missed by readers of conn iggulden and bernard cornwell a new book in simon scarrow s series about the roman army
is always a joy the times the emperor claudius is dead nero rules his half brother britannicus has also laid claim to the throne
a bloody power struggle is underway all prefect cato and centurion macro want is a simple army life fighting with their brave
and loyal men but cato has caught the eye of rival factions determined to get him on their side to survive cato must play a
cunning game and enlist the help of the one man in the empire he can trust macro as the rebel force grows legionaries and
praetorian guards are moved like chess pieces by powerful and shadowy figures a political game has created the ultimate
military challenge can civil war be averted the future of the empire is in cato s hands if you don t know simon scarrow you
don t know rome
Vespasian 1-3 2014-07-07 tribune of rome ad 26 sixteen year old vespasian leaves his family farm for rome however he
soon finds himself out of his depth making dangerous enemies and dangerous friends like the young caligula and becomes
ensnared in a conspiracy against tiberius vespasian flees the city to take up his position as tribune in an unfashionable
legion on the balkan frontier unblooded and inexperienced he must lead his men in savage battle with hostile mountain
tribes rome s executioner thracia ad 30 even after four years military service at the edge of the roman world vespasian can t
escape the tumultuous politics of an empire on the brink of disintegration his patrons in rome charge him with the
clandestine extraction of an old enemy from a fortress on the banks of the danube before it falls to the roman legion
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besieging it vespasian s mission is the key move in a deadly struggle for the right to rule the roman empire false god of
rome rome ad 34 vespasian is serving as a military officer on the outskirts of the empire but political events in rome draw
him back to the city the new emperor caligula forms an extravagant project to bridge the bay of neapolis and ride over it
wearing alexander s breastplate and it falls to vespasian to travel to alexandria and steal it from alexander s mausoleum
vespasian s mission will lead to violence mayhem and theft and in the end to a betrayal so great it will echo through the
ages books 1 3 in the vespasian series don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
The Thieves of Ostia 2010-12-09 the first in caroline lawrence s internationally bestselling roman mysteries series re
issued with a fantastic new cover look flavia gemina is a natural at solving mysteries the daughter of a ship s captain living
in ostia the port of rome in ad79 she and her three friends jonathan a jewish boy and secretly a christian nubia an african
slave girl and lupus a mute beggar boy must work together to discover who is beheading the watchdogs that guard people s
homes and why a talented storyteller caroline lawrence has created a delightfully readable and accessible series that
children will want to read time and time again
Tragedy of Titus Andronicus 1897 ancient rome s most turbulent period is recreated in this story of the emperor vespasian
and his mistress antonia caenis a freed slave as their forbidden romance blossoms she is embroiled in political intrigue while
he embarks on a glorious career
The Course of Honour 1998 a riveting and all action historical page turner from bestselling author douglas jackson that will
have you gripped from page one perfect for fans of simon scarrow and ben kane readers are loving gaius valerius verrens
the best roman historical series i ve yet read just pips ben kane and conn iggulden 5 stars i found this one hard to put down
as there was action and intrigue from start to finish 5 stars fantastic story and character creation 5 stars a simple plot but
pace never lets up and keeps you wanting to just read the next chapter before i put it down 5 stars 77ad gaius valerius
verrens is an honoured member of emperor vespasian s inner circle but the enmity between him and vespasian s son
domitian means that even in rome danger is never far away meanwhile in the outer reaches of the empire in britannia
trouble is brewing the governor agricola is preparing to march his legions north and valerius is agricola s chief legal adviser
and deputy governor it s the opportunity he seeks to move his wife and son out of reach of domitian s wrath the massacre of
a roman garrison and suspicious death throw agricola s preparations into confusion now his eyes turn west to mona and the
druids who still harbour hopes of ridding britannia of roman rule but to deal with them agricola needs a soldier he can trust
to lead the legion only one man in the province has the experience and the ability so a reluctant valerius picks up his sword
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once more he soon comes to understand that any glory his new legion wins is likely to be fleeting and tainted and that he
has placed his family in deadly peril gaius valerius verrens s adventures conclude in hammer of rome
Glory of Rome 2017-08-10 the final book of the bible revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions grisly images and numerological predictions according to these empires will fall the beast will be
destroyed and christ will rule a new jerusalem with an introduction by will self
Revelation 1999-01-01 the complete collection of robert fabbri s vespasian novella series about magnus and the south
quirinal crossroads brotherhood marcus salvius magnus leader of the south quirinal crossroads brotherhood has long
dominated his part of rome s criminal underworld from rival gangs and unpaid debts to rigged chariot races and blood feuds
if you have a problem magnus is the man to solve it he ll do everything in his power to preserve his grip on the less travelled
back alleys of rome and of course make a profit but while magnus inhabits the underbelly of the city his patron gaius
vespasius pollo moves in a different circle as a senator he needs men like magnus to do his dirty work as he manoeuvres his
way deeper into the imperial court in these thrilling tales from the bestselling vespasian series spanning from the rule of
tiberius through the bloody savagery of caligula to the coming of nero robert fabbri exposes a world of violence mayhem and
murder that echos down the ages don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
Magnus and the Crossroads Brotherhood 2019-11-07 rome ad 39 rome marcus salvius magnus leader of the crossroads
brotherhood is buying a dangerous cargo of illegal weaponry when a deal which will ensure magnus s dominance over rome
s criminal underworld goes sour magnus must regain the shipment by any means necessary as the rival west viminal
brotherhood threatens his whole operation magnus fights to outwit his opponents whilst juggling the threat of the law and
the demands of his patron with enemies plots and intrigue on all sides can magnus manage to evade death long enough to
emerge victorious a vespasian novella don t miss robert fabbri s epic new series alexander s legacy
The Alexandrian Embassy 2015-11-05 this classic series has inspired nearly 2 million readers both loyal fans and new
readers will want the latest edition of this beloved series this edition includes a foreword from the publisher a preface from
francine rivers and discussion questions suitable for personal and group use 1 a voice in the wind this first book in the classic
best selling mark of the lion series brings readers back to the first century and introduces them to a character they will
never forget hadassah torn by her love for a handsome aristocrat a young slave girl clings to her faith in the living god for
deliverance from the forces of decadent rome
A Voice in the Wind 2002-09 the first book in a huge bloody and brutal new series from robert fabbri set after the death of
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alexander the great who will win the fight to control the largest empire the world has ever seen let the battles begin
Alexander's Legacy: to the Strongest 2020-07 thracia ad30 even after four years military service at the edge of the
roman world vespasian can t escape the politics of an empire on the brink of disintegration his patrons in rome have charged
him with the clandestine extraction of an old enemy from a fortress on the banks of the danube before it falls to the roman
legion besieging it
Rome's Executioner 2012 this volume contains 17 essays on the subjects of text canon and scribal practice it provides an
overview of the qumran evidence for text and canon of the bible an essay on the development of hebrew and thematic
studies
Scribal Practice, Text and Canon in the Dead Sea Scrolls 2019-09-16
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